
 
Figure 1. Dynamic process regeneration. 
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Abstract—The notion of resiliency is concerned with constructing 
mission-critical applications that are able to operate through a 
wide variety of failures, errors, and malicious attacks. A number 
of approaches have been proposed in the literature based on fault 
tolerance achieved through replication of resources.  In general, 
these approaches provide graceful degradation of performance to 
the point of failure but do not guarantee progress in the presence 
of multiple cascading and recurrent attacks.  Our approach is to 
dynamically replicate message-passing processes, detect 
inconsistencies in their behavior, and restore the level of fault 
tolerance as a computation proceeds.   

This paper describes a novel operating system technology for 
resilient message-passing applications that is automated, scalable, 
and transparent.  The technology provides mechanisms for 
process replication, multicast messaging, and process failure 
detection.  We demonstrate resilience to failures and benchmark 
the performance impact using a distributed exemplar 
representative of applications constructed using domain 
decomposition. 

Keywords-resiliency; mission-assurance; distributed systems; 
process replication; failure detection 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) computer systems have 

traditionally provided several measures to protect against 
hardware failures, such as RAID file systems [1] and redundant 
power supplies [2].  Unfortunately, there has been relatively 
little success in providing similar levels of fault tolerance to 
software errors and exceptions.  In recent years, computer 
network attacks have added a new dimension that decreases 
overall system reliability.  A broad variety of technologies have 
been explored for detecting these attacks using intrusion 
detection systems [3]-[4], file-system integrity checkers [5]-[6], 
rootkit detectors [7]-[8], and a host of other technologies.  
Unfortunately, creative attackers and trusted insiders have 

continued to undermine confidence in software.  These 

robustness issues are magnified in distributed applications, 
which provide multiple points of failure and attack.  

Our previous attempts to implement resilience resulted in 
an application programming library called the Scalable 
Concurrent Programming Library (SCPlib) [9]-[10].  
Unfortunately, the level of detail involved in programming 
resilience in applications compounded the already complex 
activity of concurrent programming.  The research described 
here explores operating system support for resilience that is 
automatic, scalable, and transparent to the programmer.  This 
approach dynamically replicates processes, detects 
inconsistencies in their behavior, and restores the level of fault 
tolerance as the computation proceeds [9]-[10].   Fig. 1 
illustrates how this strategy is achieved.  At the application 
level, three communicating processes share information using 
message-passing.  The underlying operating system 
implements a resilient view that replicates each process and 
organizes communication between the resulting resilient 
process groups.   Individual processes within each group are 
mapped to different computers to ensure that a single attack or 
failure cannot impact an entire group.  The base of Fig. 1 shows 
how the process structure responds to attack or failure:  It 
assumes that an attack is perpetrated against processor 3, 
causing processes 1 and 2 to fail or to portray communication 
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inconsistencies with other replicas within their group.   These 
failures are detected by communication timeouts and/or 
message comparison.  Detected failures trigger automatic 
process regeneration; the remaining consistent copies of 
processes 1 and 2 dynamically regenerate a new replica and 
migrate it to processors 4 and 1, respectively.  As a result, the 
process structure is reconstituted, and the application continues 
operation with the same level of assurance. 

This approach requires several mechanisms that are not 
directly available in modern operating systems.  Process 
replication is needed to transform single processes into resilient 
process groups.   Process migration is required to move a 
process from one processor to another.  As processes move 
around the network, it is necessary to provide control over 
where processes are mapped.  Point-to-point communication 
between application processes must be replaced by group 
communication between process groups.  It is desirable to 
maintain locality within groups of replicated processes:  This 
allows transit delays from replicated messages to be used to 
predict an upper bound on the delay for failure detection 
timeouts.  Finally, mechanisms to detect process failures and 
inconsistencies must be available to initiate process 
regeneration.   

This paper describes a distributed message-passing 
technology to support resilience.  The technology has been 
implemented through a Linux loadable kernel module that 
manages resilient process groups through multicast 
communication and process failure detection.  This module 
provides a minimal MPI-like message-passing API 
implemented through kernel TCP functions.  Multicast 
communications provide an environment for adaptive failure 
detection based on process group locality.  The communication 
module is combined with a migration module [11] to provide 
process mobility.  Through cooperation between the 
communication and migration modules, the operating system 
can detect and dynamically regenerate failed processes of a 
distributed application.    

To evaluate our resilient technology, we use a distributed 
application exemplar to represent a broader class of 
applications.  These evaluations demonstrate application 
resilience to failed processes and assess the performance 
impact of resilience.   

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Distributed Application Fault Tolerance 
A variety of approaches have emerged to provide fault 

tolerance for distributed applications that rely on the 
replication of resources.  These include checkpoint/restart [12]-
[17] and process replication [18]-[21].  In general, these 
approaches provide graceful degradation of performance to the 
point of failure but do not guarantee progress in the presence 
of multiple cascading and recurrent attacks.   

Checkpoint/restart systems save the current state of a 
process to stable storage for recovery.  There are many 
distributed checkpoint/restart systems [14]-[17], [22]-[23] 
closely tied with the Message Passing Interface (MPI).  These 
systems emphasize coordination of distributed process 

checkpoints to achieve a consistent global state of an 
application.  In contrast, our technology does not require a 
global checkpoint:  We use resilient process groups to provide 
fault tolerance, avoiding the overhead of global coordination 
protocols.    

Process replication systems provide fault tolerance through 
redundant execution.   P2P-MPI [19] and VolpexMPI [20] are 
two MPI libraries that transparently replicate MPI processes for 
fault tolerant execution.  P2P-MPI uses a gossip-protocol to 
detect node failures so that failed nodes can be removed from 
the computation. VolpexMPI emphasizes performance 
optimization by allowing applications to progress at the speed 
of the fastest replica.  The key difference between these 
approaches and ours is that these libraries use static replication.  
No attempt is made to dynamically recover failed processes, so 
multiple failures may ultimately cause application failure.   

Dynamic process replication has been proposed to provide 
recovery of failed processes within distributed applications.  
MPI/FT is an MPI middleware that implements redundancy 
with process monitoring and dynamic process recovery [21].  
Unfortunately, the approach requires a central coordinator and 
does not scale well.  SCPLib, the predecessor to the proposed 
approach, provides a distributed dynamic process regeneration 
solution [9]-[10].  However, because SCPLib places the burden 
of resilience on the application programmer, it is not practical. 
In contrast, our approach applies these concepts in the 
operating system for transparent and automatic application 
resilience. 

B. Distributed Failure Detection 
Several protocols have been proposed for distributed failure 

detection.  Many are based on a heartbeat mechanism, in which 
processes periodically send heartbeat messages to indicate 
liveness [24]-[27].  In contrast to these approaches, we conduct 
failure detection using application messages.  This tactic avoids 
the need for an additional heartbeat message.  In addition, we 
have the capability to detect compromised processes through 
message inconsistencies. 

Regardless of the protocol, communication timeouts are a 
common means for detecting failed processes.  Traditionally, 
timeouts were determined by a fixed delay.  However, Chandra 
and Toueg [28] demonstrated that fixed delays are unreliable 
because of variations in processor loads and network traffic.   

More recent work in failure detection has moved to 
adaptive time delays.  Fetzer et al. introduced a simple adaptive 
protocol in which the timeout is adjusted to the maximal delay 
time of prior heartbeat messages [29].  Chen et al. [30] and 
later Bertier et al. [31] improved on this concept by including 
historical message delays and network analysis to set timeouts.  
Unfortunately, these works revealed that the algorithms 
converge too slowly for reliable failure detection.  Ding et al. 
proposed an alternative approach in which timeouts are 
determined from historical message delays alone with 
efficiency comparable to quality of service requirements [32].  
All of these approaches rely on historical message delays to 
detect failures in point-to-point communications.  In contrast, 
our approach uses the synchronized multicast messaging within 
process groups to provide adaptive failure detection.  



 
Figure 2. Software architecture of the technology. 

 
Figure 3. Mapping n=5 process groups with resiliency r=3 to m=5 hosts. 

Failure detection schemes within process groups have been 
proposed for symmetric [33] and asymmetric [34] 
communication configurations. Asymmetric applications are 
those in which a leader process is designated as the monitored 
process.  Both approaches use spatial multiple timeouts in 
which multiple processes cooperate to monitor another process 
at a given time.  Reliable failure detection is achieved through 
consensus.  Our approach differs in that we use the process 
group multicast messaging primitives to detect failures directly.  
The multicast messages from process replicas serve as an 
adaptive baseline to detect real-time anomalies in message 
latency.  Process group locality provides the basis for this 
tactic.       

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Fig. 2 shows the software architecture of the technology.  It 

consists of two Linux loadable kernel modules:  A 
communication module and a migration module.  These 
modules are implemented as character devices that provide 
services to user-level processes through system calls.  The 
technology also utilizes user-level daemon processes and Linux 
kernel threads.  The daemon processes are necessary for tasks 
that require a user-level address space, such as forking new 
processes.  The message daemon forks processes to comprise 
distributed applications, and the migration daemon forks 
processes in which to regenerate failed processes.  A Linux 
kernel thread is a process that is spawned by the kernel for a 
specific function.  The TCP servers are kernel threads that 
receive incoming messages for the communication module.  
These servers require kernel privileges to access to the module 
functions and memory efficiently. 

A. Message-passing API 
The communication module provides an MPI-like message-

passing interface through kernel TCP functions, where a 
computation is a set of processes numbered from 0 to n-1.  This 
minimalist API reduces the complexity of the communication 
state for process migration and has only three basic functions 
based on blocking communication: 

• msgid(&id) --- sets id to be the current process 
identifier within the application. 

• msgsend(dest,buf,size) – sends a message to dest 
containing the size bytes located at buf. 

• msgrecv(src,buf,size,&status) – receives a message 
from src (or ANY) into buf of length size; status is a 
structure designating the source of the message and its 
length. 

All functions return TRUE if successful and FALSE 
otherwise.  In addition, as an artifact of using a character 
device to implement the module, two calls, msgInitialize() and 
msgFinalize(), are used to open and close the device and to 
provide a file handler for the device throughout the 
computation.  This API can be implemented directly on top of 
MPI through the appropriate macros.  However, the minimalist 
API is sufficient to support a variety of applications in the 
scientific community and explicitly disallows polling for 
messages, a major source of wasted resources.  The underlying 

mechanisms of the API support our resiliency model through 
the management of process groups, multicast messaging, and 
failure detection.  For example, the blocking msgrecv() 
function is used to provide an environment to detect process 
failures and trigger regeneration. 

The communication module provides four primary 
functions for resilient applications:  application initiation, 
message transport, failure detection, and regeneration support.   

B. Application Initiation 
A distributed message-passing program is initiated through 

the msgrun program (similar to mpirun used in MPI) of the 
form: 

msgrun –n <n> -r <r> <program> <args> 
The program takes as arguments the number of processes to 
spawn for the computation (n), the level of resiliency (r), and 
the executable program name with arguments.  The msgrun 
program loads this information into the communication 
module, and the module sends execution information to remote 
modules of the cluster.  At each host, the communication 
module signals the message daemon to fork processes for the 
distributed application.  Recall that the applications initiated 
through the msgrun program view n processes total.  However, 
in the resilient implementation, a total of n*r processes are 
forked to establish n process groups with resiliency r. 

A key component of application initiation is mapping 
processes to hosts.  To demonstrate the concepts, we use a 
deterministic mapping to allow each host to build a consistent 
process map at startup.  Fig. 3 shows an example mapping of n 
process groups with resiliency r to m hosts.  Processes are 
distributed as evenly as possible across the cluster.  In order to 
accommodate resilient process groups, replicas are mapped to 
maintain locality within process groups without multiple 
replicas on the same host.  The map is constructed by assigning 
replicas to hosts in ascending order.  For those interested in 
more sophisticated mapping strategies see [35]-[39]. 

On initiation, an array is allocated at each communication 
module to store necessary information on application 



 
Figure 4.  Point-to-point communication between application processes 

becomes multicast communication between process groups. 

 
Figure 5. Dynamic process regeneration:  Process 0-0 is migrated to host 4. 

processes.  This process array stores, for each process, the 
current mapping, the process id, the process replica number, 
and a communication array to track which hosts have sent or 
received messages from the process.  The msgid(&id) call 
performs an ioctl() system call on the module to copy the 
process id and the total number of processes into process 
memory.  Consistent with the application view of Fig. 1, 
application processes are unaware of replication.  The total 
number of processes reported is actually the number of process 
groups.  

C. Message Transport 
The communication module provides message transport for 

local and remote application messages.  In the resilient model, 
point-to-point communication between application processes 
becomes multicast communication between process groups, as 
shown in Fig. 4.  The multicast messaging protocols are 
transparent to the application.  The msgsend() call performs an 
ioctl() on the module.  For each call, the communication 
module iterates through a loop to send one application message 
to each replica of the destination process group.  For each 
replica, the module determines whether the destination process 
is local or remote by referencing the process array.  Local 
messages are placed on a message queue in kernel memory.  
Remote messages are sent via kernel-level TCP sockets to the 
appropriate host.   

The msgrecv() call performs an ioctl() on the module to 
search the kernel message queues for the specified message.  
For each call, the communication module iterates through a 
loop to locate r application messages from the source process 
group.  The first message located in a queue is copied to the 
designated user-space buffer.  However, the msgrecv() call 
blocks until r messages are received.  If a message is missing 
from the kernel queue, the module places the process on a wait 
queue until all messages are received or until a maximum wait 
time has elapsed.  In this way, the msgrecv() function serves as 
an implicit synchronization point for process groups and 
provides a setting for failure detection.     

D. Failure Detection 
The failure detection protocol is currently designed to 

detect process failures through communication timeouts.  
Within a msgrecv() call, a local timestamp is stored to indicate 
when each message is retrieved from the kernel queue.  
Processes that have waited the maximum time to receive 
messages initiate the failure detection protocol.  In this 
protocol, two conditions indicate a process failure.  First, the 
destination process must have already received r-1 messages.  
In other words, only one message is missing.  Second, the 
average time elapsed since the other messages timestamps must 
be greater than the prescribed timeout.  If these two conditions 
are met, the destination process triggers a process regeneration 
for the latent message’s source.  In the current implementation, 
the timeout is set nominally at one second. 

To trigger process regeneration, the destination process 
performs two actions.  A process failure message is sent to the 
host of the failed process.  A process regeneration message is 
sent to the host of the lowest live replica number of the failed 

process.  If either the failed or replicating process is local, a 
signal is used instead.  After triggering regeneration, the 
destination ignores the missing message and proceeds with the 
computation. 

E. Process Regeneration 
The communication module provides support for process 

regeneration, including cleaning up after failed processes, 
sending the packaged process image for regeneration, and 
resolving communication for the regenerated process at its new 
location. 

If a module receives a message indicating a process failure, 
it cleans up the process structures.  If the process exists in any 
state, it is killed, and the process descriptor is deleted.  All 
outgoing communication sockets for the process are closed, 
and any messages in the kernel queues are deleted.  This 
approach encompasses multiple causes of failure, such as CPU 
and socket failures, without detecting the failure itself.   

The communication module that hosts a process replica 
receives a message to regenerate the process.  The next time the 
replicating process makes a msgrecv() call, it is interrupted for 
replication.  The actual process replication and regeneration is 
accomplished by the migration module.  On the host of the live 
replica, the migration module packages a copy of the replica 
process image into a buffer.  The communication module 
selects the destination host for the regenerated process.  A 
simple selection policy is used to prevent mapping members of 
the same process group to the same machine while maintaining 
locality.  As shown in Fig. 5, the destination host selected is the 
nearest machine, in ascending order, unoccupied by a member 
of the regenerated process’s group.   

After the migration module has packaged the process 
image, the communication module executes a regeneration 
protocol.   First, the local process map is updated to reflect the 
pending regeneration of the failed process at its new location.  
Second, update messages are sent to remote modules stored in 
the communication array.  These update messages contain the 
process id, the process replica number, and the new host to 
update remote process maps.  In addition, the update messages 



 
Figure 6. Average execution times using Open MPI, using resilient message-

passing without replication (r = 1), and using resilient -assing with triple 
resiliency (r = 3). 

 
Figure 7. Average execution times using triple resiliency with and without a 

single failure. 

allow those processes waiting for messages from the failed 
process to progress until regeneration is complete.  Third, all 
messages for the replicating process in the kernel message 
queue, are duplicated and forwarded to the destination host for 
the regenerated process.  Finally, the process image is sent to 
the destination host.   

When the packaged process image is received by the 
destination host, the migration module restores the process 
image. The regenerated process resumes execution by 
repeating the original msgrecv() call that was interrupted for 
regeneration.  For more detail on the process replication and 
migration mechanisms, see [11].   

Application messaging for failed processes may occur 
simultaneously within the regeneration protocol.  Messages for 
the regenerated process may arrive at its original host after it 
has failed or at the destination host before the process update 
messages are received.  Two features of the technology 
guarantee that these messages eventually reach the destination 
process:  automatic message forwarding and reactive process 
update messages. The communication module forwards 
messages for failed processes after regeneration and sends 
reactive updates to ensure the remote process map is revised.  
These features enable guaranteed message delivery for failed or 
migrated processes without global coordination protocols.  For 
more detail on the communication module support for 
messages-in-transit during process migration, see [11]. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
To evaluate the technology, preliminary benchmarks were 

conducted using a domain decomposition exemplar.  These 
benchmarks serve two purposes.  The first is to evaluate 
performance impact of the resilient message-passing 
technology.  The second is to demonstrate application 
resilience in the presence of process failures.   

The Dirichlet exemplar is a simple problem taken from 
fluid dynamics that is representative of a wide class of 
applications solved with domain decomposition [40].  It 
involves a large, static data structure and uses an iterative 
numerical technique over a cellular grid that converges to the 
solution of Laplace’s Equation.  Our parameterization solves 
the Dirichlet problem using a two-dimensional decomposition 
in which nearest-neighbor dependencies are resolved through 
communication with neighboring partitions. 

The primary metrics used to assess performance are the 

average execution time of the application and the overhead of 
resilience.  The overhead of resilience is the percentage 
increase in average execution time of applications with 
replication.  The metrics used to demonstrate application 
resilience are associated with the completeness and accuracy of 
failure detection.  Completeness refers to the percentage of 
failures that are detected, and accuracy refers percentage of 
false positive detections.  In addition, we measure the overhead 
of process failures as the difference in average execution time 
of resilience applications with and without failures. 

These benchmarks were executed on a dedicated Dell 
PowerEdge M600 Blade Server with 8 hosts.  Each host has 
dual Intel Xeon E5440 2.83GHz processors and 16 GB of 
memory.  The hosts are connected by a 1 Gbps Ethernet 
network.   The operating system is Ubuntu 10.04.01 LTS Linux 
2.6.32-26 x86_64.  The cluster also has Open MPI v. 1.4.1 for 
comparison with a standard message-passing system.  For each 
test, 32 processes, or process groups, were spawned. 

A. Experiment 1: Resilient Message-passingPerformance 
The performance of the resilient message-passing 

technology was evaluated to assess the impact of process 
replication.  In addition, the performance was compared to 
Open MPI to ensure that the technology does not incur 
prohibitive overhead.  Fig. 6 shows the average execution times 
of the exemplar using Open MPI, using resilient message-
passing without replication (r = 1), and using resilient message 
passing with triple resiliency (r = 3).  Without replication, the 
resilient MP outperforms Open MPI.  The Open MPI execution 
time is 61% longer than resilient message-passing.   

The overhead of triple resilience is approximately 73%.  
This overhead is a result of both multicast communications and 
redundant computations.  In multicast messaging with triple 
resiliency, a single application message corresponds to 9 
resilient messages.  The resilient process groups in these 
benchmarks result in a total of 96 processes running on 64 
cores, overloading the system resources.  These results are 
consistent with the priority placed on resilience in the 
technology development.  No optimizations have been made 
which could compromise resilience. 

B. Experiment 2: Application Resilience with Failures 
To demonstrate application resilience, the exemplar was 

executed with process failures.  In each execution of the 
application, one process was manually killed from the shell 
console.  Fig. 7 shows the average execution times of the 



exemplar using triple resiliency with and without a single 
failure.  In each test, the application operates through the 
process failure in order to complete the computation.  The 
overhead of a process failure is 1.2 seconds, which is less than 
2% of the execution time.  This overhead is attributed to the 
one second timeout to detect the process failure and the 
duration of the process regeneration protocol.  

The failure detection protocol detects 100% of process 
failures in these tests.  As a result, each failed process is 
dynamically regenerated, and the application continues with 
reconstituted resilience.  In addition, there are no false positives 
detected in the failure tests or during the benchmarks of the 
technology without failures.   

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper describes a resilient message-passing technology 

for mission-critical distributed applications.  The technology is 
comprised of operating system support for resilience.  The 
communication module is a minimal MPI alternative that 
provides a resilient message-passing API, detects process 
failures, and resolves message transport for regenerated 
processes.  The migration module packages a process image 
into a kernel buffer, sends the buffer to a remote machine, and 
restores the process execution at the new location.  This 
technology achieves application resilience to failures 
automatically and transparently without global communication.   

This technology is designed for applications that prioritize 
resilience over performance.  The performance of resilient 
message-passing without failures is quantified using a 
distributed exemplar that represents mission-critical 
applications.  The technology incurs 73% overhead in 
execution time with triple resiliency.  For those mission-critical 
applications which cannot tolerate the performance impact, the 
target system must be supplemented with additional compute 
resources to reduce the overhead due to computational 
redundancy.   

Application resilience is also demonstrated in the presence 
of failures.  The failure detection algorithm detects all process 
failures with no false positives.  This result enables dynamic 
process regeneration, so the application operates through 
failures to restore triple resiliency.  The approximate overhead 
of process failure is 1.2 seconds for a single failure of the 
exemplar application. 

This technology serves as a demonstration of our approach 
to application resilience.  In the future, we plan to explore 
alternative failure detection algorithms and add capability to 
detect compromised processes through message comparison.  
In addition, while we have seen evidence of resilience to 
simultaneous failures, we have not benchmarked these events 
in a controlled test.  We seek to perform extensive 
benchmarking using multiple application exemplars, larger 
scales, and multiple cascading and recurring failures.     

NOTICE 
The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and 

distribute reprints for Governmental purposes notwithstanding 
any copyright notation thereon. The views and conclusions 

contained herein are those of the authors and should  not be 
interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or 
endorsements, either expressed or implied, of the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) or the U.S. 
Government. 
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